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Challenges Connecting Data



Challenges

Financial markets are awash with data from diverse sources: stock exchanges, 
options exchanges, SEC filings, Fed, press releases and more.

The richness of insights is often hidden within the complexity of this dispersed 
data landscape.



Insights Through Data Linkage

True market understanding requires the integration of various data sets, moving 
beyond isolated analysis.

Example: Valuing a company isn't just about its stock price; it involves linking 
earnings data and considering interest rates to uncover EBITDA valuations.



Options Trading Analysis

Options trading exemplifies the need for comprehensive data linkage:

Implied Volatility: Merging trade data with stock prices and financial constants (interest 
rates, dividends) for accurate calculations.

Hedging Identification: Linking option trades with stock movement data to detect 
hedging activities.

Market vs. Sector Movements: Comparing stock and sector data to discern specific vs. 
market-wide influences.

Option Multi-Leg Trade Analysis: Associating legs of multi-leg trades to understand 
overarching strategies.



Risks and Challenges of Compiling Data

The scattered nature of financial data, coupled with access restrictions, 
complicates direct analysis.

The task of collecting, cleaning, and correlating data points is beyond the practical 
reach of individual investors.

Data could be incomplete and contain errors.

You may not have all information available.



Software and Vendor Solutions

Specialized data vendors bridge the gap, offering aggregated and linked datasets 
ready for analysis.

Advanced analytical tools and software further simplify the task, enabling deep 
dives into linked data insights.



Benefit of Connecting Data

By intelligently connecting disparate data points, investors and analysts can 
uncover hidden insights, assess risks more accurately, and make informed 
decisions.

This approach democratizes access to sophisticated market insights, previously 
the domain of large institutions.



Examples

Stock VWAPs

Option Spread Multi-Leg Trades

Linking data for insights


